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Abstract—Massive data dissemination is often disrupted by frequent join and departure or failure of client nodes in a peer-to-peer
(P2P) network. We propose a new churn-resilient protocol (CRP) to assure alternating path and data proximity to accelerate the data
dissemination process under network churn. The CRP enables the construction of proximity-aware P2P content delivery systems. We
present new data dissemination algorithms using this proximity-aware overlay design. We simulated P2P networks up to 20,000 nodes
to validate the claimed advantages. Specifically, we make four technical contributions: 1). The CRP scheme promotes proximity
awareness, dynamic load balancing, and resilience to node failures and network anomalies. 2). The proximity-aware overlay network
has a 28-50 percent speed gain in massive data dissemination, compared with the use of scope-flooding or epidemic tree schemes in
unstructured P2P networks. 3). The CRP-enabled network requires only 1/3 of the control messages used in a large CAM-Chord
network. 4) Even with 40 percent of node failures, the CRP network guarantees atomic broadcast of all data items. These results
clearly demonstrate the scalability and robustness of CRP networks under churn conditions. The scheme appeals especially to webscale applications in digital content delivery, network worm containment, and consumer relationship management over hundreds of
datacenters in cloud computing services.
Index Terms—P2P networks, data dissemination, multicast algorithms, distributed systems, cloud computing.
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INTRODUCTION

M

ANY Internet applications need to perform large-scale
data dissemination from multiple sources. However,
this process is often disturbed by network churn conditions
caused by unexpected node failures. Good examples include
wide-area worm signature distribution to prevent network
epidemic outbreaks, massive data mining in consumer
relationship management (CRM), multiplayer gaming, remote design collaboration among many participants, etc. [10]
Distributed IP multicast was not widely deployed due to
various technical and marketing reasons [7]. Application
layer multicast using peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks is
a promising alternative to IP multicast. This paper proposes
a new churn-resilient protocol (CRP) to achieve fast and
reliable data dissemination in P2P networks. We consider
dynamic P2P networks under churn conditions. Moreover,
we assume skewed distribution of the node capacity.
Our ultimate goal is to achieve sustained throughput and
fast data dissemination rate from any data source with
small overhead even under frequent node failures. To this
end, we propose a churn-resilient protocol for fast massive
multisource data dissemination.
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The topology of the CRP-enabled overlay design looks
like a ring augmented with extra chord links. However, the
overlay topology differs from the DHT Chord [20] in that
the extra links are not fixed fingers from nodes. Instead, the
chord links are established among nodes satisfying certain
proximity properties.
We consider two proximity factors to enhance date
delivery performance. This proximity-aware overlay enables
the optimal choice of overlay links for fast data dissemination. Inspired by the Chord structure, we associate with each
node a successor list of logn nodes along the ring, in order to
improve churn resilience, where n is the overlay size. The
CRP-enabled overlay is self-adjusted after any node failure.
A shared spanning tree is extracted from the CRP
overlay. This tree structure leverages links with minimized
latency. Instead of using pure tree broadcast, we apply
scope flooding in the first few hops and tree traversing in
the remaining hops. This hybrid design saves delivery time
with very small amount of redundancy. The delivery
tree takes advantage of using alternate overlay links to
achieve fault tolerance. The tree can be recovered from node
failures, even when the failure rate of every single node is as
high as ea ða > 1Þ.
We report both theoretical findings and simulated
experimental results. The contributions of our work are
summarized below in four technical aspects:
1.

2.

3.

The CRP-enabled overlay design promotes proximity
awareness, dynamic load balancing, and resilience to
network churns by node failures.
CRP networks reduce the average delivery delay by
28 to 50 percent, compared with using the scope
flooding [6] and epidemic broadcast trees [13], [21].
Even with 40 percent of node failures, the CRP still
guarantees atomic broadcast in data dissemination.
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4.

2

With 10,000 nodes, the CRP network requires to use
only 1/3 of the control messages used in a large
CAM-Chord [25] network.

TABLE 1
Notations and Basic Definitions

RELATED WORK

There are two types of data dissemination methods: meshbased pull and tree-based push methods. The pull methods use
swarming content delivery. Each node advertises to its
neighbors which messages it has received, and the
neighbors explicitly request messages if needed. Two
representative pull schemes are Chainsaw [17] and PRIME
[15]. PRIME incorporates swarming into streaming applications and points out the design tradeoffs of such systems.
To achieve a low delay, a node in such systems should
advertise as soon as it receives a new message, increasing
the control overhead greatly [22].
The tree-based push methods achieve a fast dissemination with low overhead. The main concern is the vulnerability to node failures. Our CRP method falls into this type.
The CRP extracts dissemination tree from a churn-resilient
overlay, which provides sufficient alternative overlay links
for tree to achieve good fault resilience. The preliminary
idea was reported in an IEEE IPDPS-2008 paper [14].
CAM-Chord [25] builds on Chord [20] overlays. It takes
the heterogeneity of node capacities into account. A
node’s degree is proportional to its capacity. DHT-based
structured overlays, such as Chord and Pastry [19], are
hard to be adapted for optimization and the maintenance
overhead is high.
ACOM [6] implements data dissemination by combining
scope-limited flooding and random walks on overlay
networks. It requires Oðn= log nÞ replicated messages to
send a data item, where n is the number of nodes.
Considerable amount of message replication and long
delivery delay are the major concerns.
The Scribe [3] and SplitStream [4] apply multicast
services on top of the Pastry. The Scribe builds one tree
for each multicast group, while SplitStream builds multiple
trees to achieve a higher bandwidth multicast service by
using Scribe. These methods are all designed for the data
distribution from a single source node.
GoCast [21] and Plumtree [13] apply a tree-based gossip
scheme for data dissemination. While GoCast pays attention to network proximity, both methods ignore the
disparity in node capacities. High overhead due to periodic
gossip is also a major concern here. Moreover, they do not
exploit the benefit of scope flooding and thus causing a long
delivery delay.
SMesh [11] builds a topology-aware mesh overlay as a
control plane for P2P streaming. It constructs tree stuctures
for multiple groups (i.e., channels). Our CRP differentiates
SMesh in three aspects: heterogeneity awareness, churn
resilience, and fast data dissemination using hybrid
delivery algorithms. Probabilistic gossip-based methods
[12] are limited by using too many replicated messages.
SCAMP [8] applies a P2P membership management as a
gossip-based protocol.

3
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PROXIMITY-AWARE OVERLAY NETWORKS

In this section, we use an example to illustrate the basic
concepts of proximity awareness in constructing a powerful

overlay for massive data dissemination in a P2P environment. The idea is to map the physical network into the
virtual overlay by considering the fact that different links
may experience different latencies or link delays and nodes
may have different capacities.
In a physical network, the link latency is measurable. The
node capacity of a node represents the maximum number of
adjacent nodes to which it can forward the data items,
concurrently. A node’s out degree is bounded by its capacity.
Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper.
The proximity-aware overlay is built around a unidirectional ring with extra bidirectional chord links. The overlay
is heterogeneous since links are associated with different
weights. A node’s neighbors are those that are directly
connected by either ring or chord links with it, while its
chord neighbors are those that are connected by chord links.
Initially, the base ring is assumed empty before any node
joining the system. The first node is located at any position
on the base ring.
An n-node (n > 0) base ring is split into n equal-distance
intervals. The ðn þ 1Þth node is placed on any interval with
a probability 1=n. Each node x has two immediate
neighbors: the predecessor and successor along the ring,
denoted as prdx and sucx , respectively.
We apply both network proximity and capacity proximity in
CRP protocol. The network proximity is measured by the
latency or closeness of two nodes in physical IP networks.
This proximity enables faster transferring data items. The
capacity proximity is measured by the closeness of nodes
with respect to node capacities. The capacity proximity
allows us to put high-capacity nodes at higher positions on
delivery trees, which reduces the delivery hop count.
Fig. 1a shows the initial base ring with three nodes. The
ring is assumed unidirectional with clockwise links shown
by dotted edges. We assume that all ring links are weighted
with 1 unit. Suppose the node capacities for A, B, and C are
3, 4, and 2, respectively. Node A’s successor and predecessor are B and C, respectively. The fourth node D with
capacity 3 is inserted into the interval between A and C in
Fig. 1b. A chord link weighted with 0.7 is added between
nodes B and D.
In Fig. 1c, the fifth node E with capacity 4 joins between
nodes C and D. Two new chord links are added, with
weights 0.6 and 0.8. The added links should be limited by
the node capacity of all end nodes. A newly inserted node
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Fig. 1. Example proximity-aware overlay design. (a) Initial overlay with
three nodes; (b), (c), and (d) after the joining of the fourth (D), fifth (E),
and sixth (F ) nodes, respectively; (e) the overlay after link weight
adjustment; and (f) after the departure of node E.

may establish new chord links with other nodes by
removing some existing chord links.
An existing chord link is removed when it has higher
weight than the added new links. In Fig. 1d, a new node F
is inserted between nodes A and D. Two new chord links
are added to connect F with nodes B and E replacing the
old link between B and E in Fig. 1c. The newly added
chord links must have lower weights than those of the
links being replaced.
The overlay is dynamically adapted by replacing higher
weight chord links with lower ones, without changing any
node’s degrees. For example, in Fig. 1e, the links between B
and D, A and E in Fig. 1d are replaced with two new lower
weight links between A and D, B and E. Fig. 1f shows the
overlay after the departure of node E in Fig. 1d. The links
associated with E are removed.
The base ring is always connected as nodes keep their
correct successors. To improve the connectivity, the CRP
borrows the idea of successor list from Chord. Each node
maintains a list of Oðlog nÞ successor nodes down the base
ring. If a node detects a faulty successor, it replaces that
successor with the first live node in the list. In Fig. 1e, for
example, node C keeps two successor nodes E and D. If
node E fails or leaves, C takes D as its new successor.

4

NODE JOINING AND DEPARTURES

This section specifies the node joining and departure
processes for using the CRP-enabled P2P networks.

4.1 Node Joining Process
The first node joins the overlay by choosing any position on
the empty base ring. It sets both the predecessor and the
successor to itself. An n-node (n > 0) base ring is split into n
intervals by the nodes. The (n þ 1)th node x uniformly
chooses each interval at random to join with equal
probability 1/n. Suppose x chooses the ring interval which
starts from z, then x joins the base ring as z’s successor.
Each node x keeps a successor list, which contains the first
mx nodes following x in a clockwise direction on the ring.
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These nodes keep the same order as they appear in the ring.
The first entry in x’s list is its successor and the ith entry is i
hops away from x in the clockwise direction of the ring. A
new node x copies the list from its predecessor z as its own
list, while z updates its list by adding x at the first position of
the list. Thus, z’s successor list size is increased by 1.
The addition of x on the ring affects the successor lists
of other existing nodes that contain x’s successor. The
nodes preceding 2mx hops from the new node x along the
base ring, update their lists without changing the list sizes.
Since the size of the successor list on each node is
estimated equally due to the successor list balance method,
these 2mx covers all the nodes whose successor lists should
be updated.
In the successor list balance method, each node periodically sends a balancing message to a randomly chosen
neighbor to even their list sizes. The balancing messages are
piggybacked on heartbeat messages between neighbors.
We leverage a controlled random walk on the overlay for
predecessor chosen for the new node. The new node
contacts any existing node w when joining. The node w
uniformly chooses a neighbor at random to start a random
walk for logn hops. The last node of the walk is selected as
the new node’s predecessor. The proofs of the following
two theorems can be found in [14].
Theorem 1. The average size of node successor list converges to
Oðlog nÞ, where n is network size.
Theorem 2. If any node fails with a probability ea ða > 1Þ
independently, then the ring structure is connected with a high
probability more than 1  n1a , where e is base of natural
logarithm.

4.2 Node Departure Process
Node departure process is a reverse procedure of node
join. The departure node x asks a randomly chosen node y
to remove the last (i.e., my th) entry from y’s successor list.
Then, it notifies the nodes, preceding it 2mx hops on the
ring, to update their lists by removing x and adding the
successor of the last entry at the end of the lists, leaving
the list sizes unchanged. If x fails, its predecessor can
detect the failure by heartbeat messages and takes over
the departure operation for it.

5

OVERLAY UPDATE OPERATIONS

We begin this section with the description of link
proximity weight (PW), and then specify the overlay
management operations.
Each node contributes to the system performance by
enlarging its node capacity. If a node x’s degree falls below
a preset threshold Dx , it falls into the degree interval. Within
this interval, the node periodically calls connection operation
to increase its degree by building more chord links.
Otherwise, if x’s degree exceeds Dx , it falls into the
proximity interval. Within this interval, the node periodically
calls adjustment operation to replace high-weight chord
links with low-weight ones.
The threshold Dx for a node x is set at cx  , where
0 <   1. To achieve a higher system capacity, the default
value of  is set to be 0.8.
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5.1 Computing the Chord Link Weight
Let ex;y ¼ ðx; yÞ denotes the overlay link that connects node
x and node y (x 6¼ y). Following the works [9], [18], [23], we
consider network proximity when establish chord links,
aiming at saving bandwidth and delivery time. We define
network proximity weight (NPW) of a link as the one-way
latency of that link normalized by the latency of a ring link.
NPW of link ex;y is expressed as follows, where dðx; yÞ is the
link’s one-way latency and sucx is x’s successor.
NP W ðex;y Þ ¼

dðx; yÞ
:
dðx; sucx Þ

ð1Þ

We also consider node capacity proximity, which allows
high-capacity nodes highly connected. A high-capacity
node is chosen as the root of the delivery tree. Thus, highcapacity nodes are placed at higher locations in the tree,
which yields a reduced tree depth [2].
We define capacity proximity weight (CPW) of a link ex;y as
the capacity difference between x and y, normalized by the
capacity difference between
x and
sucx . It is expressed as


follows, where cðx; yÞ ¼ cx  cy .
CP W ðex;y Þ ¼

cðx; yÞ
:
cðx; sucx Þ

ð2Þ

P W ðex;y Þ ¼   CP W ðex;y Þ þ ð1  Þ  NP W ðex;y Þ;

ð3Þ

where  is a weighting factor, thus 0    1.
The configurable parameter  gives us the flexibility to
fine tune the PW function for different application scenarios. A lower value of  implies higher network proximity,
while a higher  implies higher capacity proximity. We
further extend the weight functions to a set of two links,
S ¼ fðx; yÞ; ðr; sÞg. The NPW, CPW, and PW for the link set
S are defined as follows:


1 dðx; yÞ
dðr; sÞ
þ
;
ð4Þ
NP W ðSÞ ¼
2 dðx; sucx Þ dðr; sucr Þ
CP W ðSÞ ¼



1 cðx; yÞ
cðr; sÞ
þ
;
2 cðx; sucx Þ cðr; sucr Þ

P W ðSÞ ¼   CP W ðSÞ þ ð1  Þ  NP W ðSÞ:

ð5Þ
ð6Þ

One implement concern is the estimation of link
latencies. We employ a landmark based scheme [18], [23].
We randomly choose b public accessible sites as landmarks.
A node x measures the distances to the landmarks, yielding
a landmark vector <dx1 ; dx1 ; . . . ; dxb >. Physically close nodes
are likely to have similar vectors. Thus, the link latency is
computed as follows:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u b
uX 
2
dxi  dyi :
ð7Þ
dðx; yÞ ¼ t
i¼1

Landmark vectors are piggybacked on other messages if
possible. The results in [23] have shown that using 15
landmark nodes can yield good latency predication. Thus,
we set the value of b to 15. The landmark-based scheme
produces coarse-grain proximity measurements. Latencysensitive applications can use Htrae [1] to get more
accurate predication.
In practice, landmark nodes can be taken from wellknown DNS servers. The capacity of a node may change
due to the variation of the node’s available resource. The
corresponding links’ CPWs should be updated when a
node’s capacity changes.

5.2 Neighborhood Operations
The CRP introduces two management operations for
neighborhood management, namely connection and adjustment. Every single node periodically calls these two
operations. The connection operation increases the caller
node’s degree, while the adjustment one builds low-weight
links without changing any node’s degree.
Suppose that, among all chord links of a node x, the link
between x and xf has highest weight. We denote xf as x’s
farthest neighbor, formally defined by
8ex;i ; P W ðex;xf Þ  P W ðex;i Þ;

We use above two link weight function to establish lowweight chord links and prune high-weight ones. However,
these two weight functions may be conflicting. A link with
smaller latency may have a larger capacity difference. We
combine them to yield a single proximity metric, called
Proximity Weight, as below
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xf ; i 2 Rchd ðxÞ;

ð8Þ

where Rchd ðxÞ is the set of x’s chord neighbors. In Fig. 1d,
B’s furthest neighbor is D.
Connection operation. This operation is called periodically by a node x when its degree falls below the threshold
Dx . The operation builds chord links to increase node
degree. The node x randomly chooses a neighbor to send a
connection message. When a node y receives a connection
message initialized by node x, it either builds a link with x
or forwards the message, depending on its current
neighborhood information and the link weight between x
and y. The message is forwarded by 2logn hops at most. The
pseudocode of this procedure is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Insertion of Chord Links
Input: node y, y’s neighborhood, the connection message
initialized by node x, x’s degree
Output: New chord links to be established between node x
and other existing nodes
Procedure:
1. if x 2 RðyÞ then
2: goto Step 13
3. if dy < Dy then
4.
Establish a chord link between x and y
5: else if P W ðy; xÞ < P W ðy; yf Þ then
6:
if Dy  dy < cy then
7:
Establish a chord link between x and y
8:
else if x 62 Rðyf Þ and dx þ 2  cx then
10:
Remove the chord link between y and yf
11:
Establish a chord link between x and y
12:
Establish a chord link between x and yf
13:
else forward the message randomly to a
neighbor of y
The rationale behind the algorithm is that, for the node y,
if it is in its degree interval, it builds a chord link with x.
Otherwise, it builds a chord link with x only if the link has
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Fig. 2. Adjustment operation without changes of node degrees.

lower weight. In Fig. 1b, after the node D joins, a chord link
is established between D and B since both of them are in
their degree intervals. In Fig. 1d, F builds chord links with
B and E by removing the chord link between B and E since
the chord link between B and E has a higher weight than
the newly added links.
Adjustment operation. This operation is called periodically by a node x when its degree exceeds Dx . The operation
adapts x’s neighborhood according to proximity information, without changing any node’s degree. The node x
uniformly selects a two-hop away neighbor y at random by
sending an adjustment message with hop limited at 2 for
neighborhood adaptation.
Fig. 2 depicts the adjustment operation. The node y is
two-hop away from x. Suppose x is not a neighbor of y and
xf is not a neighbor of yf . The neighborhood transition in
Fig. 2 is performed with a probability ptrs .

1;
P W ðS1 Þ > P W ðS2 Þ;
ð9Þ
ptrs ¼
eðP W ðS1 ÞP W ðS2 ÞÞ=0:01 ; otherwise;
where P W ðS1 Þ is the proximity weight of the link set S1 ,
computed according to (6). The set S1 consists of link ex;xf
and ey;yf , while S2 consists of link ex;y and exf ;yf .
This process is inspired by Localiser [16]. It is similar to
simulated annealing [5] with a fixed temperature 0.01, which
helps prevent getting stuck in local optimum. The selection
of the “temperature” is based on the fact that, with a smaller
value, fewer transitions would be performed, saving the
control overhead.
The adjustment operation is also illustrated in Fig. 1e.
The chord links between B and D, A and E in Fig. 1d are
replaced with two new lower weight links between A and
D, B and E. During the adjustment process, node degrees
remain unchanged.
In a stable network (no node joins and leaves), once a
node x’s degree exceeds the threshold Dx , the degree will
never drop below that threshold. This guarantees a high
system capacity, and reduces the number of adaptation
iterations required, saving the control overhead.

5.3 Adaptive Management Period
Each node periodically calls connection or adjustment
operation to adapt its neighborhood. The key problem is
to decide the interval between two successive operations.
Each node adaptively varies its management period based
on its neighbor churn. The process is illustrated in Fig. 3. If
the last two management operations bring no change on its
neighborhood, its period grows. The growth of the period is
affected by its degree and the degree threshold. When the
node falls into its degree interval, the period grows linearly.
Otherwise, the period is doubled. If its last management
operation changes its neighborhood, the period is halved.
The period variation scheme is based on two insights.
First, the linear growth of a node’s period increases the

Fig. 3. The switching of adaptive management period before and after
the threshold on node degree.

number of connection operations. This benefits the degree
growth when a node’s degree falls below the degree
threshold. Second, in order for the overlay to respond to
node churn promptly, the period shrinks exponentially to
ensure that neighbor sets are updated in a prompt fashion.
In Fig. 3, the maximum period Tmax and the minimum
period T0 are set to 60 s and 1 s, respectively. Each node
performs at least one management operation every 60 s.

6

MULTIsOURCE DATA DISSEMINATION

In this section, we specify the data dissemination process,
which is improved from the scope-flooding and treetraversing schemes.

6.1 Shared Tree Construction
The shared tree is a spanning tree of the overlay graph. The
first joining node is chosen as the root. A new joining node
selects the physically closest neighbor in the tree as its parent.
Periodically (e.g., every 2 minutes), the root node selects
another node with high capacity as a new root to build a new
tree. A flooding-like scheme is used for tree construction.
The root sends tree construction messages to all its
neighbors except its successor, since its successor is a
random neighbor, not preferred as a tree neighbor. On
receiving such a message for the first time, a node y asks the
node z which forwards the message to it as its parent,
effectively making this overlay link a tree link.
The node y further forwards the message to its overlay
neighbors, except its successor and its parent node z. Since
each node forwards the message to its predecessor, all
nodes can receive the construction messages. Thus, the tree
structure spans all nodes.
Fig. 4 shows the spanning tree embedded in the overlay
illustrated in Fig. 1e. The root node is B with a capacity 4.
The tree construction is similar to DONet [26]. Following
the analysis in DONet, we summarize the average height of
the delivery tree is bounded by Oðlogd2 nÞ, where d is the
average node degree.

Fig. 4. (a) The spanning tree with root B embedded in the overlay. The
thick overlay links are taken as tree links. (b) The delivery tree in (a)
expressed as a tree. (a) Overlay links applied. (b) A tree representation.
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We choose a high-capacity node as the tree root. Since
each node prefers the nodes with similar capacities as its
proximity neighbors, the high-capacity nodes are likely to
be placed at higher locations in the tree, effectively reducing
the tree depth.
In CRP, each node is a possible data source. A simple
choice for data dissemination is to broadcast the data items
from any node on the tree structure. However, if a leaf node
is the data source, then the message only reaches a very
small portion of nodes within the initial several hops. For
example, in Fig. 4b, suppose D is the source, then only two
new nodes (A and B) are reached within two hops.

6.2 Fast Data Dissemination Algorithm
The initial few hops of scope flooding exponentially
increase the number of visited nodes at the cost of very
limited replicated messages. Motivated by this, CRP
leverages scope flooding for the first t hops, then delivers
the data messages on the tree from the nodes that have
received the data messages. We analyze below the proper
choice of t for a given message replication ratio. The
message replication ratio is the ratio of duplicated messages
to all messages.
Theorem 3. If a data item is flooded for t hops on the overlay, and
then broadcasted on the tree structure, the average number of
messages used is bounded by n þ 2dðd  1Þt1 .
Proof. The flooding uses Q1 messages, which at most reach
Q1 nodes. The nodes that reach at the last hop
simultaneously start to broadcast the message on the
tree. The number of these nodes is n1  dðd  1Þt1 . To
ensure all the left nodes to receive the messages, the tree
broadcast requires to use Q2  n  Q1 þ 2n1 messages.
Thus, in total Q ¼ Q1 þ Q2  n þ 2dðd  1Þt1 messages
are required.
u
t
Given the message replication ratio q, following
Theorem 3, the value of t is computed below
Corollary. Given the message replication ratio q and the average
node degree d, the number of hops for flooding t is
(
q
logðn1q
d1
2d Þ
logðd1Þ ; q > 0;
ð10Þ
t¼
0;
otherwise:
Let Mðid; obj; kÞ be the message for the data item obj,
where k is the flooding hop counter initialized as t
according to (10). The flooding hop number computed
may be noninteger. The pseudocode for the message
forwarding by a typical node x is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Multi-source Data Dissemination
Input: A node x, its neighbors, the message Mðid; obj; kÞ
received from neighbor y identified by id.
Output: Messages to be sent to all x’s neighbors
Procedure:
1: if x has not received the message M with id then
2:
if k > 0 then
3:
p ¼ minð1; kÞ
RðxÞ  fyg with prob. p //scope-flooding//
4.
R0
Rt ðxÞ  fyg with prob. 1  p //tree traversing//
5.
R0
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6:
for each node z 2 R0 do
7:
forward Mðid; obj; k  1Þ to z
8:
else // tree traversing //
9:
for each node z 2 Rt ðxÞ  fyg do
10:
forward Mðid; obj; k  1Þ to z
11: else discard the message M // already processed by x //
In (10), the replication ratio q is set by the application
users. We take a node’s successor list size as the value of
log n, and take the average degree of a node’s neighbors as
an estimation of d.
In Fig. 4b, suppose D is the data source, the target
redundancy q is set at 34 percent. According to (10), t is set
close to 1 Thus, D first floods the data messages to all its
neighbors, A, E, and F . The node A and E then forwards
the message to their own tree neighbors B and C,
respectively. Thus, all the five nodes are aware of the data
item within two hops.

6.3 Churn Resilience and Recovery
Every single node keeps the information of its ancestor nodes
on the tree. This information is used to determine whether a
particular node is an ancestor node of it or not. The
information is updated when the node’s ancestors change.
A new node selects a physically closest neighbor already
in the tree as its parent. When a node leaves, it notifies its
tree neighbors (i.e., its parent and children). Once a node x
receives a departure notification from its parent or detects
the failure of its parent by heartbeat messages, it actively
switches its tree parent.
The node x prefers its proximity neighbor as the new
parent, in order to save delivery time. If all its proximity
neighbors cannot be selected as its new parent, the node x
forces its successor sucx on the ring as its parent node on
the tree. The node sucx actively switches its parent as x
does if it is also a descendant node of x on the tree. The
ancestors’ information stored on each node is used for loop
avoidance. For example, in Fig. 4b, if node A fails, its child
node D actively takes its successor F on the base ring as its
new parent. If the root node fails, its predecessor takes
over the root role.
When building the delivery tree, a node does not
forward tree construction message to its successor on the
ring. Therefore, in most cases a node’s successor is not a
descendant of that node. Thus, a node can quickly find its
new parent.
The delivery tree is rebuilt in every 2 minutes by
selecting another higher capacity node. The purpose is to
take advantage of the newly added proximity links on the
overlay network. In practice, the interval between tree
reconstructions can be adjusted dynamically according to
node churns.
If each node on the ring of a CRP-enabled overlay keeps
a correct successor, the delivery tree can be recovered from
any node failure. Thus, following Theorem 2, the delivery
tree can recover from any node failures, even when the
node failure rate is as high as ea (a > 1).

7

SIMULATED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We developed an event-driven P2P simulator to compare
CRP with four tree-based designs: CAM-chord, ACOM,
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Fig. 7. Control message counts of five data dissemination schemes over
large P2P networks.
Fig. 5. Average delivery times of five data dissemination schemes over
large P2P networks.

GoCast, and Plumtree. The simulator runs on a Linux SMP
server consisting of eight processors. We simulate a P2P
network up to 20,000 nodes. After any node joins the
system, the timer starts to run. All nodes join at once. From
the 300th second, 1,000 nodes are randomly chosen to send
data items simultaneously.
We apply TS-topology [24] with about 2,500 routers to
simulate IP networks. The topology consists of 16 transit
routers in four transit domains. Each transit router is
attached by five stub domains with 30 stub routers each.
Nodes in P2P networks are attached to stub routers
randomly. Node capacity follows a bounded Pareto distribution, with a shape 2 and scale c=2. The samples outside
the range ½c=2; 8c are discarded. The average node capacity
c was set at 8. In our CRP, the default weighting factor 
was set at 0.3. We focus on the average delivery time,
message replication ratio, and control overhead. Each data
point represents the average value of five trials.
Figs. 5, 6, and 7 depict the relative performances. The
notation “CRP:q” denotes a CRP system with message
replication ratio q. It can be found in Fig. 5, CRP
outperforms all other designs in terms of delivery time.
The CRP has lower delivery hop count due to fast data
dissemination and lower average link latency due to the
proximity awareness.
Besides, increasing q from 0 to 0.01 significantly reduces
the delivery time, showing the benefit of scoped-flooding at
the first few hops. From Fig. 6, we see that the message

Fig. 6. Average message replication ratio of five data dissemination
schemes over large P2P networks.

replication in CRP is close to 0 and can be controlled by
adjusting q. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the CRP and ACOM
designs require to using the least control messages.
Specially, as the number of nodes grows beyond 10,000,
the CRP:0.01 design reduces the average delivery time by
28-50 percent (Fig. 5) from that experienced in other four
tree designs. In addition, the CRP requires only 1/3 of the
control messages used CAM-Chord (Fig. 7).
Fig. 8 shows the impacts of massive node failures on data
delivery time and on the number of unreached live nodes in
CRP. It can be found that at the failure rate of as high as
40 percent, all live nodes are reached by the data messages
from any source. Thus, the CRP guarantees atomic data
dissemination (defined in [12]) even when 40 percent of
nodes fail, simultaneously.

8

CONCLUSIONS

The newly developed CRP protocol is shown effective to
perform massive data dissemination in P2P networks under
the churn conditions. The CRP design promotes network
proximity and maximizes node capacity for fast data
dissemination. It combines the advantages of scope flooding and tree traversing to achieve high performance.
The simulation results show that the CRP design reduces
the average delivery time by 28-50 percent with only 1 percent
message redundancy, compared with those experienced in
scope flooding and epidemic broadcast tree designs. It
guarantees atomic broadcast data dissemination, even with
40 percent of node failures.

Fig. 8. Impact of the average delivery times of the CRP-enabled P2P
networks.
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